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Work Done by a Constant Force:
Let a constant force F be applied on the body such that it makes an
angle  with the horizontal and body is displaced through a distance. By
resolving force F into two components: (i) F cos in the direction of
displacement of the body. (ii) F sin in the perpendicular direction of
displacement of the body. Since body is being displaced in the direction
of Fcos , therefore work done by the force in displacing the body
through a distance s is given by W = (Fcos )s = Fs cos  or

Thus work done by a force is equal to the scalar or dot product of the
force and the displacement of the body.

ZERO WORK:

Work Done by a Variable Force:

Work Done Calculation by Force Displacement Graph:
Let a body, whose initial position is i x, is acted upon by a variable force
(whose magnitude is changing continuously) and consequently the body
acquires its final position f x. Let F be the average value of variable force
within the interval dx from position x to (x + dx) i.e. for small
displacement dx. The work done will be the area of the shaded strip of
width dx. The work done on the body in displacing it from position xi to
xf will be equal to the sum of areas of all the such strips

Kinetic Energy:
The energy possessed by a body by virtue of its motion is called kinetic
energy.
Examples: (i) Flowing water possesses kinetic energy which is used to
run the water mills. (ii) Moving vehicle possesses kinetic energy. (iii)
Moving air (i.e. wind) possesses kinetic energy which is used to run wind
mills. (iv) The hammer possesses kinetic energy which is used to drive
the nails in wood. (v) A bullet fired from the gun has kinetic energy and
due to this energy the bullet penetrates into a target.

Change in potential energy :
Change in potential energy between any two points is defined in the
terms of the work done by the associated conservative force in
displacing the particle between these two points without any change in
kinetic energy.

We can define a unique value of potential energy only by assigning
some arbitrary value to a fixed point called the reference point.
Whenever and wherever possible, we take the reference point at
infinite and assume potential energy to be zero there,

In case of conservative force (field) potential energy is equal to negative
of work done in shifting the body from reference position to given
position. This is why in shifting a particle in a conservative field (say
gravitational or electric), if the particle moves opposite to the field,
work done by the field will be negative and so change in potential
energy will be positive i.e. potential energy will increase. When the
particle moves in the direction of field, work will be positive and change
in potential energy will be negative i.e. potential energy will decrease.
Elastic Potential Energy:

CONSERVATION OF MECHANICAL ENERGY:
For an isolated system or body in presence of conservative forces the
sum of kinetic and potential energies at any point remains constant
throughout the motion. It does not depends upon time. This is known as
the law of conservation of mechanical energy.
Example:
Consider a freely falling body.

The total mechanical energy of the body at A, B and C (also at any other
point in the path AB) is the same. So, the total mechanical energy of the
body throughout the free fall is conserved.

POWER:

N.B.-This note has been prepared from home.

